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p. 1 of the February 11, 1943 issue of The Record, 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29580  
Benet photo from 1943-10-14
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29573
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February 25, 1943 front page
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29516
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page 1 of the March 11, 1943 issue 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29545
Servicemen alumni also featured prominently in that issue’s four-page Alumni 
Supplement, which also had this announcement.
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April 8, 1943  http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29578
September 30, 1943 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29540
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May 6, 1943, p. 1 http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29620
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(on band) 1943-12-16 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29509
(on flag) 1943-09-30 (p.1)  
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29540
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(on flag) 1943-09-30 (p.1)  
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29540
Plaque photos:
On rock: O:\...Statues and Shrines\War memorialsThurk [Klein '23] Scrapbook p.19.pdf
Color: O:\...Statues and Shrines\War memorials\War Memorial WWI.jpg
Image of Soldiers & Fr. Walter Reger (?): 








p. 4 of the May 4, 1944 issue
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29638
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p. 4 of the May 4, 1944 issue
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29638








1943-09-30, The Record p.4  
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29543
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“SNAFU ("Situation Normal: All F*ed/Fouled Up"), a slang expression of US military 
origin”  (Snafu - Wikipedia)
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1943-09-30, The Record p.4  
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29543
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1943-09-30, The Record p.4  
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29543
Inset from 1943-10-14, The Record  
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/29573
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Image: 1944 Sagatagan, front cover, 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/SJUArchives/id/18439/rec/24
Text: 1944 Sagatagan, p. 63 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/SJUArchives/id/18470/rec/24
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